
Cleaning Products
SOLVENT-BASED PRODUCTS

Body Solvent is a safe easy to use cosmoline, tar, and asphalt remover for automobiles, trucks, vans, buses, and other painted
surfaces.  Will not harm paint. Simple and easy to use without harmful odors.  Simply wipe on and wipe off.  Large areas may
be sprayed then washed with a pressure washer using cold or warm water.  Do not use very hot water to rinse.  Rinses complete
without oily residue.  May be used as an engine degreaser for automobile, boats, motorcycles and ATV's. 
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INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
Our Ultimate Hand Cleaner must be tried. Easily cleans the most greasy hands, yet leaves them not only clean, but soft and
feeling food. Available in 4x1 gallon cases with a dispenser in each case. For deeper, quicker cleaning, add Grit to your order.
Grit can be combined with Ultimate Hand Cleaner to expedite the cleaning process and remove dead skin and grind down calluses
as it deep cleans.
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Super Take Off Tar and Asphalt Remover is made from nature’s own solvents to quickly and safely remove tar and asphalt on
trucks, paving equipment, frames, distributors, panels, roofing loaders, kettles and heavy equipment. Super Take Off is an excellent
bed coating for asphalt haulers.  Super Take off is applied as is, undiluted, by sprayer allowed to penetrate, then washed with Hot
Steam or High Pressure Hot Water.  Does not contain petroleum products or hydrocarbon solvents. Super Take Off is non-toxic,
biodegradable and non-corrosive.

LCS Solvent Degreaser is to be mixed with other solvents like Mineral Spirits, Kerosene, Diesel, or Stoddard Solvent.  This
emulsifying degreaser may then be applied to engines, frames, distributors, engine compartments, or other heavy contamination
of grease or grease-laden items.  Allow the degreaser to soak into the gunk, and then wash with Hot Steam or Hot High Pressure
Water.  Also work well in removing heavy deposits of tar and asphalt from paving equipment. LCS Solvent Degreaser is a petroleum
based solvent degreaser.  

Extreme Clean Hand Wash easily removes grease, dirt, grime and adhesive residue from hans without drying your
skin. It has a pleasant, mild almond fragrance, leaving hands clean and fresh. Available in 4 x 1 gal case with
dispenser in each case. For deeper, quicker cleaning, add grit to your order. Grit can be combined with Extreme
Clean Hand Wash to expedite the cleaning process and remove dead skin as well as grinding down calluses as it
deep cleans.

LCS - 280 Tire Cleaner is a liquid tire cleaner with special gloss enhancers that will make even the oldest tires look
new again. Apply directly to the surface and allow to air dry. Tires will look new with only one application.

Kool Kut is a combination of lubricants, dispersants, corrosion inhibitors, emulsifiers, and wetting agents designed
to provide lower cutting tool temperatures by transferring heat to the coolant solution. Kool Kut will not smoke or
burn, therefore it will not break down at higher temperatures as do conventional lubricants. Kool Kut is mild to hands
and is non-staining. Kool Kut has strong wetting agents built in to deliver the coolant directly to the tip of the cutting
tool and its surface tension strength is unmatched on its ability to transfer thermal energy from parts and tools to
solution. As a result, parts come off cool to the touch and without slippery film.

Odor B-Gone is a liquid, multi-purpose, water-soluble malodor counteracting chemical that employs the latest
technological concepts in the control of malodors. It effectively counteracts and cancels a broad spectrum of
disagreeable odors without using or leaving any overpowering cover-up perfumes behind. Odor B-Gone is different;
the scent is milder than the current mask-type products on the market and actually inhibits the re-occurrences of
most malodors. Odor B-Gone can be added to any cleaning solution 10/1 ratio for complete elimination of odors.
Odor B-Gone is the perfect product for use in nursing homes, hospitals, hotels, bathrooms, restaurants, veterinary
clinics, schools and theatres.

Dust Down Dust Control is a chemically induced dust control agent designed to trap and hold dust at floor level.
Dust Down is iconically charged to neutralize the static electricity found in dust particles. Use in warehouses,
manufacturing plants, garages, parking lots, driveways, parts houses and sawmills.

Rust/Corrosion Inhibitor protects plated metals, ferrous and non-ferrous metals during processing and production. RCI is a
protective coating that will provide a continuous film of long-term corrosion prevention under indoor as well as outdoor conditions.
It will adhere to metal surfaces without cracking or chipping even under extreme humidity and temperatures. The use of RCI will
eliminate costly replacement or reworking of parts due to rust and corrosion and it prevents the staining of stacked metals during
inside storage. RCI employs a thin non-drying film to seal out moisture on tools, jigs, instruments, precision machined surfaces,
raw stock, and other metals during production and storage.


